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Solari Report Update

Political Control & Pedophilia with Jon Rappoport - February 09th

To

“You are the bows from which your children
as living arrows are sent forth.
The archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite,
and He bends you with His might
that His arrows may go swift and far.
Let your bending in the archer’s hand be for gladness;
For even as He loves the arrow that flies,
so He loves also the bow that is stable.”
~ Kahlil Gibran, “On Children”

This week Jon Rappoport of No More Fake News will join me on the Solari Report to discuss the historical relationship between political control and pedophilia.

Arrests of pedophilia and pornography rings continue in the United State and Europe. Allegations swirl as a result of WikiLeaks disclosures. Congressman and media newscasters behave in a bizarre manner that suggest the possibility of blackmail. Putin refers twice to pedophilia in his discussion of Western corruption in his recent Christmas address.

All of these seemingly disparate events indicate that the chances of a major pedophilia scandal in 2017 are growing. Just in case, I want you briefed with knowledge of the history and tradition involved. I also want you to think through how
this knowledge and greater transparency in the media may impact your family. I want you to have some time to consider the practical implications to yourself and yours.

In *Let’s Go to the Movies*, I will review *The Finders* from Tracy Lucca Petrongolo of Lucca Films. Tracy has given the Solari Report permission to publish her powerful movie based on the true story of a US child trafficking network. Here is the description from Lucca Films:

“The beloved mayor of a small town is running for Congress, but just before the election, her son is almost kidnapped. As she begins to unravel the case, she finds the very institutions that she thought were there to help and protect her are now out to get her. When she doesn’t back down, the powers that be are forced to offer her a deal. Will she sell her soul to the devil?”

This is the first movie that has used the Solari Report as a critical element in the story line. In a scene from the movie, the mayor listens to our Solari Report interview with Nick Bryant on his investigation of *The Franklin Scandal and Cover Up* while jogging through the town for her exercise.

In *Money & Markets* this week I will discuss the latest in financial and geopolitical news. I will connect the dots between our interview and the recent US ban on immigration from targeted countries.

After a country is targeted by war and/or disaster capitalism, the natural resources are harvested and the population is culled – from the best and brightest going to Silicon Valley, Hollywood and Wall Street to orphans of the poor trafficked to pedophilia networks. Refuges are placed strategically around the United States to help engineer the economy and electoral college – all at taxpayer expense.

One commentator last week pointed out that for the cost of settling 10,000 Syrian refugees in the United States, we could settle 122,000 in the Middle East. The problem is that would put the culling machine out of business – that is why they are screaming loud and clear. That includes all the grant recipients and “do-gooders” who make money helping the culling machine go.

The system works because no one is required to look at it on an integrated basis. If the Trump Administration forces transparency, Americans will have to reckon with our economic model. Can we be financially successful by making America great or do we need to keep making war on others for their natural and human resources?

Make sure to post or e-mail your questions for *Ask Catherine*.

Catherine Austin Fitts

---
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**February 16th**
*Why We Love Bach with Dr. Michael Linton*

**February 23rd**
*Healthcare Independence with Dr. Laura Thompson*

[Book Review: Tracking Mr. Global by Thomas Hupp](#)
Why Congress is Gridlocked

Subscribers: Money & Markets - February 3, 2017

The War On Cash: Aaron Russo Explains Why the Rockefellers Want People Microchipped

Subscription Only: Money & Markets - January 27, 2017

Book Review - Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products

Subscription Only: Money & Markets - January 20, 2017

The Financial Coup d'État & Missing Money: Links

Book Review: Esoteric Hollywood: Sex, Cults and Symbols in Film

Subscription Only: Money & Markets - January 13, 2017

Book Review: Technocracy Rising - The Trojan Horse of Global Transformation
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Just A Taste: Political Control & Pedophilia with Jon Rappoport
2016 Annual Wrap Up - The Global Harvest and What It Means to Investors - Now Complete

“Our task is to look at the world and see it whole.” ~ E. F. Schumacher

Every year, the Solari Report publishes an Annual Wrap Up of all the impactful news and events that occurred throughout the course of the year as well as any major trends that we believe will be significant moving forward. We often present these in multiple parts, and we have now finished rolling out all parts of our 2016 Annual Wrap Up! Below is a list of the publication series.

- News Trends & Stories Part I
- News Trends & Stories Part II
- Equity Overview & Rambus Blockbuster Chartology
- The Global Harvest and What It Means to Investors
Solari Report Subscribers also have access to the now fully complete web presentation as well as all recorded audios!

Stay tuned for the PDF and Printed versions which will soon be available as well! You can get a sneak peek of it [here](#).

Solari readers who are interested in subscribing can learn more [here](#).

Here is what subscribers had to say about the 2016 Annual Wrap Up.

“One of your finest presentations.”

“You’re “2016 Annual Wrap Up” is superb in its depth, clarity, and practicality! Thank you so much for your earnest efforts. It helps me with my investment allocations.”

Here is just a taste from this year’s theme: The Global Harvest and What It Means to Investors

**Food: On or Off the Radar Screen?**

We all have a personal, intimate connection with food. We shop, we cook, some of us garden, and we all eat. We share this personal, intimate connection with every human being and all the animals on Planet Earth. We have access to food and water or we die. This creates what economists call an inelastic demand. In one sense, our demand for food and water is like our demand for oxygen. Our living systems demand food to survive and thrive.

The importance of food can be seen in many different ways. A great deal of valuable land is dedicated to providing us with crops. A population of over 26 billion animals is being tended to provide us with meat. The oceans are continually harvested to provide us with fish. In most areas of the world, grocery stores and restaurants abound. Our daily lives dedicate a significant amount of time to accessing, preparing, eating and digesting food.

But for many of us, food is not really on the radar screen. We have come to take the availability of food for granted.

**Workforce**

Prior to the industrial revolution, the majority of people on earth worked in agriculture and farming. In today’s world, a much higher percentage of the population is urbanized and a smaller number of people are involved in growing or raising food. The percentage of the population in the G-7 nations working in agriculture ranges from 0.7% in the United States to 3.9% in Italy. In the emerging markets, this percentage is much higher:

- Mexico: 13.4%
- China: 33.6%
- India: 49%

If you live in the developed world, it is likely that you know more doctors, software developers, lawyers, electricians, plumbers or government officials than farmers.
Subscribe Now & Receive Your Solari Wrap Up Book!


Offer Ends February 16, 2017


Purchase a 6-month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book: 3rd Quarter Wrapup - Investment Screening – Can we filter for Productive Companies?

Offer Ends February 16, 2017


Purchase a 1 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed, soft cover book: 1st Quarter Wrap Up: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016 – Condensed Version (No
Offer Ends February 16, 2017

The 2016 1st Quarter Wrap Up Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016 book comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images.

Click here for details!

Phase I of the Crowdfund is Complete!

Bravo! With the help of many wonderful participants and $4,000 match donor, Phase I of the Dr. Joseph P. Farrell Virtual Pipe Organ is complete!

Thank You  Danke schön  Grazie  Merci Beaucoup  Grazie  謝謝  どうも

Plenty of opportunity to participate in Phase II http://solari.com/blog/jpfcrowdfund/

If you prefer to contribute by check, please make your check payable to Dr. Joseph P. Farrell and mail to:

Solari, Inc.
PO Box 157
If you prefer to pay by wire transfer, please e-mail crowdfund@solari.com for wire instructions.

If you have questions or inquiries, please e-mail them to crowdfund@solari.com and we will post answers to your questions on the Crowdfund page on Solari.com.

Thanks again – we are making music together!

The Crowdfund Team

(P.S. - We wanted to let you know that the Bach revival in the heartland continues. Chuck’s cat is listening regularly. Our videographer’s newborn son does the Goldberg variations in the shower. Best of all for Christmas, Joseph got himself the sheet music for the complete Bach Organ Works. All we need to do now is get him that organ!)

Prayers for the Year 2017!

Dear Friends, Clients & Subscribers:

Once again we are sending a new Prayer Book as our Christmas Card.

If you would like a complimentary copy (while they last), let us know: details here.

You can view in PDF here and flip book here.

See our 2016 Holiday Greetings here.

We wish the happiest of holidays to you and yours!

The Solari Team
This week on the Solari Report, Saker joins me for his quarterly report on the emerging multipolar world. We will focus on the recent meltdown in Washington over the changes underway in the United States policies regarding Russia. I will also compliment Saker for his accurate prediction last October about the schism inside the US deep state and the implications for the Presidential election.

Who and what will determine US policy to Russia and China? Who are the players involved? What does it mean for our relationships with the Anglo-American alliance and Europe? What does it mean for the future of NATO? Geopolitical alignments and trade relationships have never been so fluid, which is why I am delighted that Saker will be joining me this Thursday.

We will also discuss his latest article, “A color revolution is under way in the United States.”

Please note that one of the two key variables that drive our scenarios for 2017 was the shift to the multipolar world. See the 2016 Annual Wrap Up published this month. Also in the Annual Wrap Up – The Essential Saker: From the Trenches of the Emerging Multipolar World has been named one of our Best Books for 2017.

See it here or Subscribe